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Abstract.

Observations

with

the

International

Ul-

spheremay have been observedwith the Hubble Space

traviolet Explorer (IUE) during the impacts of the
fragmentsof comet D/Shoemaker-Levy9 with Jupiter

Telescope(HST) [Clarke et al., 1995; Prangdet al.,
1995,Ip and Prangd,1994].

show far-UV emissionsfrom the impact sites within a
H10min time scale. Positive detections of He Lyman

We report in this letter spectroscopicobservations
with the IUE satellitemade duringthe impactsof fragandWernerband(1230-1620•)andH-Lyaemissionsments K, S and P2 that showfar-UV emissionsby H and
are made for impacts K and S, and marginally for P2. He associated with the impacts themselves. Tentative
No thermal continuum is observed. The radiated fardetectionsof C and A1+ emissionsare also presented.

UV output was >10elergs. The He spectrumis con- We analyze the emissionswithin the context of possible
sistent with electron collisionalexcitation if significant excitation processes.These data are part of the extenCH4 absorption is included. Such emissionscould re- sive set of IUE observations of the comet collision.
suit from plasma processesgenerated by the impacts. II. Observational
results
Non-thermal excitation by the high altitude entry and
explosionshocksmay also be relevant. Emissionsby
Impacts K, P2 and S were observedfor H20 min cen-

A1+ (1671_t.)
andC (1657_t.)of
cometsty
originare tered aroundimpact time (Table 1). The IUE SWP
tentatively identified.
I. Introduction

During the July 1994 comet collisionwith Jupiter
large amountsof mass and energy were depositedin
the upper atmosphere. This region is easily probed in

camera functioned as an array spectrograph,with the
long axis of the aperture nearly perpendicular to the
spectral dispersiondirection providing spatial discrimination. The aperture was centered at latitude-450
on the approachinglimb, with the spatial lines of spec-

tra fairly tangentto the limb (Fig. 1). With the Hi"

thefar-UV(H1200-2000
•) because
Rayleigh
scatteringpointing accuracy and the telescope'sH3" PSF, conand hydrocarbon absorptionisolate it from lower altitudes, and its main H and He componentshave strong
signaturesat thesewavelengthsthat have been extensively used for the past 16 years to study the auroral processes
that connectthe upper atmospherewith
the magnetosphere.Auroral-likeemissions
from fieldalignedcurrentsconnectingcometstydustto the ionosphereduring the cometpassagethroughthe magnetoSpace
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tamination by southern auroral emission was unlikely

(Fig. 1). Planet background
signalfrom scatteredsunlight and weak dayglowhydrogenemissions[McGrath
et al., 1989]wasrelativelylow due to limb darkening.
The impact emissionswere extracted with a method
for subtracting the planet background from IUE Jovian auroral data based on the spatial information and

shownin Fig. 1 [Harris et al., 1995]. Representative
limb spectra were also obtained with a less accurate
method describedin Fig. 2.
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The highestsignalto noiseratio (s/n) wasobtained
for impact K. Combining the spectrum and the spa-

tial extractionswe identifiedemissions
by He (H1230--

1620•) and H-Lya (1216•). The He signalwasat
leasta 3 • detection
near1600•, but decreased
to H1 •
at shorter wavelengths. The s/n for impact S was
somewhat lower, and the smallestfragment P2 impact

showed
onlya hint ofemission
around1600• andLyct.
No emissionswere detected in the background expo-

sure. A H4• featureat 1671_&
appearedat the limb
for impact K, but was not above the noise for impact
S. We identified this emission as an A1+ resonance line.
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The spatialextractions
alsoshowed
distinctC 1657•
emissionsat the limb for both K and S, with a H2.3 •
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detectionfor impact K (Fig. 1) thoughonly H1.4 • for
S. (The C feature for K appearsas only a Hi •r detec2425

Table 1. ExposureTimes and Lower Limit Energies
Fragment

Expo. Start

Length

Impact

Post-I

(UT)

(rain)

timea

(min)

H2-Ly
b

H2-W

H-Lya

C

AI+

10:24
15:23
.......
15:15

12
13

3 x 1020
6 x 1019

I x 1020
-

4 • 1020
1 x 102ø

4 x 1019
-

6 x 1019
-

7

4 x 1020

1 x 1020

3 x 1020

2 x 10•9

2 x 1019

K
P2
Background

19 Jul 10:12:54
20 Jul 15:16:08
21 Jul 14:09:46

S

21 Jul 15:01:56

23
20
20
20

Energy(ergs)

aFrom D. Yeoman$and P. Chodas,JPL Report, Pasadena,CA, 13 Oct 1994.

bH2-Ly
(1550-1620
]k);H2-W(1230-1300
]k);H-Lya(1200-1230
]k);C (1652-1662
,•); AI+ (1666-1676

tion in the lessaccuratespectrumin Fig. 2.) These few tens of eV. For the K impact and 20 eV electronsof
C and A1+ emissions are tentative detections. Their
i cm-3 density,a columnof ~6 x 10•9cm-a of Ha and
uncertainties were estimated by extracting the same of at least 10•7cm-a of CH4 are required.The emission
features in the P2 and backgroundexposuresand taking let to be the standard deviation from the mean;
this included any fixed-pattern detector noise. Other
emissions,such as from CO, O or S, are not apparent
above the noise level. No continuum flux was detected,

sourcemay have been near the altitude of the CH4 homopause,or a higher altitude emissionbeyondthe limb
wouldhavebeensubjectto line of sightabsorptionfrom
lower altitude CH4.

Collisionalexcitationis typical of plasmaprocesses,

and a 0.002photonscm
-a sec
-• •-1 upperlimit is set for which some information can be derived from comat 1700• for post-impact
K.
parisonwith other observations.
The surprisingdetecThere are two major uncertainties in deriving emission intensities:

the location

and extent of the source

with respect to the limb and its duration. Net radiated far-UV energiesdetected during the exposuresare
listed in Table 1. These represent lower limits but are

tion by the WFPC2 camera on HST of far-UV emission

arcs on the northern hemispheremagneticallyconjugate to the plume area of fragmentK, as well as around
the plumeitself, showedthat the impactsdroveplasma
processes
lastingfor an hour time scale[Clarkeet al.,

alreadyquitelarge,about10a•ergstotal (thoughonly 1995].Near-IRionospheric
Ha
+ emissions
withsimilar
10-7 of a i km, i gmcm-3 impactor's
energy).Table2 characteristics
werealsoimagedfor impactK [McGrelists lower limits for the integrated fluxes evaluated us- gor, 1995]. The WFPC2 emissions
decreased
signifiing the post-impact exposuretimes. Determination of
the sourcearea is limited by the combined~5" PSF
of the telescopeand SWP camera. The derived spatial
FWHM of the emissionfeatures are also ~4-5", with

theH-Lyctandthebright,narrowHafeatureat 1610•

cantly in a ~10min time scale,and were ~250 kR over

~2000x20,000kma, an areasimilarto that usedfor the
IUE

lower limits.

If the IUE

and WFPC2

emissions

weredrivenby the sameprocess,considering
the expan-

sion of the plume between the IUE and WFPC2 detecappearingpoint-like alongthe dispersion.Giventhe low tions, the IUE emissionscould agreewith the WFPC2
s/n, the sourcecouldthus rangefrom point-liketo not decaytime scaleor couldaccommodate
insteadstronger
wider than ~2" or 3". Lower limit surfacebrightnesses emissionnear impact time.
werethus obtainedfor a 2" (7330km) diametersource To explain the WFPC2 emissions,Hill and Dessler,
and post-impactexposuretimes(Table2). The tensof [1995] proposeda mechanismwhere the flow of the
kilo-Rayleighs
(kR) derivedfor the hydrogenemissionsplumereenteringthe ionosphereand crossingmagnetic
are large, similar to averageauroral values,but the un- field lines would create temporary field-alignedcurcertainties involved could easily bring the brightnesses rents in the ionosphere.Potential dropsassociatedwith
to Mega-Rayleighvalues.
these currents would accelerateparticles and excite the
ambient atmosphere. Although ~6 min of plume fallIII. Excitation of the H and Ha emissions

back(inferredto havestarted~6 min afterimpactfrom

The H and Ha emissionsobservedby IUE may be at- manyIR observations)
wasobserved
for K and P2, only
tributable to collisional excitation by plasma processes ~lmin was observedfor S. Therefore, to producethe
or to non-thermal shock emission. We examine briefly IUE emissions,the generation of plasma effectswith

sufficient energy output may also be required for an
Collisional excitation/plasma processes. The earlier impact stage. The rising explosionshockand
Ha spectrumresemblesa spectrumcollisionallyexcited fireball are good candidatesbecausetheir large enveacrossmagnetic
by electrons
if significant
absorption
by CH4,the dom- lope expandedthroughthe ionosphere
inant stratosphericcomponent,is included(Fig. 3). field linesand shouldhavecarriedsignificantionization.
The ionization and motion through magneticfield
Electrons would also produce H-Lyct emission by H2
these and other mechanisms.

dissociative excitation and direct H excitation.
Various constraints can be derived for the case of collisional

lines of the fragment entry should have also created
ionosphericcurrents,but with too low an energyout-

excitation. The observedH-Lyc•/Ha Lyman-bandratio put to producenoticeableeffects[Kellogg,1994]. It is
and the hydrocarbon absorption are similar to those also unlikely that the IUE emissionswere producedby
of the Jovian aurora [Harris et al., 1995; Gladstone perturbation of the radiation belt particlesinto the loss
and Skinner, 1989; Livengoodet al., 1990]. The ob- conefrom plasmawavesgenerated
in the ionosphere,
served emissions would thus result from excitation of sincemore than ~20% efficiencywould be neededfor
H and Ha by electronshaving energiesin excessof a theestimated
~10aaergsoutput[HillandDessler,
1995].
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Figure 1.

LEFT: Viewinggeometry
withthelarge21ttX9"IUE apertureoriented
withthespatial1.07/tX9"linesof spectra

"025o to the tangentof Jupiter'slimbat latitude-45ø. Latitudeaaxd
longitudelinesaredrawnevery45ø. Auroralovalsprojectingto
30 Jovianradii [06 magneticfield, Connerney,p.c.] plotted in dashedlines for the K and S exposuresare well outsidethe aperture.

RIGHT: Spatialflux extractionof the H2 Lyman-band
(left) and C 1657/!•(right)emission
of impactK. Spatialprofilesalongthe
aperture's long axis are obtained by co-adding signal in the spectral direction within a bandpass. Flux beyond the aperture edges at

lines "045 and "065 is due to the PSF. Top panelsshowthe profilesfor the emissionregionand the fitted planet background(dashed

line;extractedfrom the 1700-1800/!•
regiondevoidof limbemission
andsaturationandscaledandshiftedto matchthe originalprofile
at the shoulderoppositeto the limb); bottom panelsshowthe resultingemissionprofile. Earth H-Lyc• backgroundwas subtracted
by fitting a spatial profile derived from an average of geocoronalexposures. Fluxes correspondto the full exposure time.

Finally, strongburstsof X-ray emissionnear the northern auroral regionswere detectednear the times of im-

pactsK and P2 but not S [Waite et al., 1995]. The
relative

intensities

of the coincident

IUE

emissions

on

the south disagreewith these, a constraintfor any possible common plasma process.
Excitation from other impact processes. The
non-thermal shockformed during the early fragment entry in the "01600-2000km altitude region should have

Table 2. Lower Limit Fluxes and Brightnessesfor
Post-impactExposureTimes and a 2//Source Area

Frag. Flux(photons
cm-2 sec-') / Brightness
K
S
P2

H2-Ly

H2-W

H-Lya

C

AI+

0.52/89
0.99/168
0.09/15

0.17/29
0.22/37

0.45/77
0.49/83
0.13/22

0.05/9
0.05/8

0.08/14
0.06/10

the shapeof the H2 spectrumis unknown.Forimpacts
produced(bolide)line emission
by shocked
atmospheric K and S only altitudesabove-0830and "0650kmproand ablatedgases[Chevalierand$arazin,1994].In par- jectedabovethe limb of the CH4 homopause,
whereit
ticular, H-Lyc• and H2 emissionare expected, although
0.012

K impact

ßH

H2

C AI+

0.006

The first precursors
observedfrom Earth are potential confirmation
of suchbolideemissions
[e.g.,Hamreel et al., 1995]. The outgoingshockfrom the energetic explosioncould have also producednon-thermM

0.000

0.012

is not clearif the atmosphere
wouldbe denseenough
(pressures
• nanobars)
to produce
significant
emission.

'L ::: .... :: .........

\

:::: ......

emissionafter reachinghigh altitudes[e.g., Boslough
et al., 1994]. Chevalierand Sarazin[1994]estimated

:': .....

SImpact

an energy flux for the shock front at "0500km alti-

0.006

tudeof 1020
ergssec
-1 km-2 whichis sizable
giventhe

0.000

-

-

-

ß

.

v

ii%

largeshockfront area, and they inferredthat the phenomenon should have extended to "02000 km altitude.

0.012

Other possible mechanismsassociatedwith the ob-

servedimpactstages
wereconsidered
andruledout. 1)

0.006

Excitation by direct comet-atmosphere
collisionsabove

o.ooo

,

,-,

"01600kmshouldhavebeeninsignificant.2) The ex-

I f'I-'-I'I

tremely bright UV thermal radiation from the thermalized entry shock observedwith Galileo could have

0.012

•ckground
o

been resonantlyand fiuorescentlyscatteredby upper
atmosphericH and H2 (which fluoresces
photonsof

o.ooo

.'
200
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I ' l_1400
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1700

A< 1100
•), butwasproduced
sodeep
thatallthelight
below"01450•should
havebeenabsorbed
by strato-

Wavelength
sphericCH4. 3) A processthat seemsunlikely but
Figure 2. Spectra
(smoothed
by5 points)
fortheK, Sand needs better assessmentis excitation within the fireball
P2 impactsandbackground
exposures
(topto bottom).The K by high-energy
(;•20eV) tail electronsor by unknown
spectrum shows the identified emissions. The subtraction of the

limbat "0,o1700
]i) issomewhat
inaccurate,
especially
above1600

suprathermalelectrons.Sufficientlyhigh electrondensitieswouldbe needed,and it is not clearthat they

wherethe reflectedsolarspectrumincreases
sharply.Geocoronal
H-Lyc• hasnot beensubtracted,but is quite low for K. The -[-lrr
error bars are estimatedfrom the noiseamplitude and camera
backgroundlevel. Fluxescorrespond
to the full exposuretime.

couldbe attainedin therelativelycold(T•2000 K) fireballs that were visiblefrom Earth [e.g., Nicholsonet
al., 1995]. 4) Finally,fluorescence
of solarlinesby H2
in the plumeswouldyieldan H2 spectrumsignificantly

planet background(from a planet spectrumscaledto match the
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